INNOVATIVE PhD THESIS AWARD 2019, JNU
Application Proforma
1.

Name of the School/Special Centre/Centre:

2.

Name & contact address of the candidate:
Address (Office)

Telephone:_________________
Fax : ____________________
E-mail:_____________________
3.

Current designation of candidate:

4.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

(Residential)

Telephone :_________________
Fax : ____________________
E-mail :_____________________
Mobile: _____________________

Title of the thesis:
Date of the first registration (for PhD):
Registration no.:
Enrollment no.:
Date of examination (viva-voce) of the PhD thesis:
(A copy of degree/provisional degree/certificate must accompany the application proforma)

5.

A. Broad Research Area - (Please specify (only one)):
(I, Social Sciences/Humanities; II, Natural Sciences)
B. Sub-Area -

6.

Awards/Academic recognitions to the candidate, if any:

7.

Contact address of the PhD Supervisor/Guide, with telephone, mobile, fax, email, etc.:

8.

Most innovative/applied aspect of the PhD thesis work (not exceeding 50 words):

9.

Details of PhD thesis:
(Please note that each application shall be assessed on the basis of one or more of the following specific
attributes. Response to each attribute should be given separately, distinctly and concisely limiting it to the
number of words indicated. Any attribute, if not applicable, should be given a response by recording N.A.)

(i)

Summary of the PhD thesis work (not exceeding 300 words), highlighting the
candidate’s own contribution (Please AVOID giving introduction and/or background
information in the summary):

(ii)

If a new theory/concept/process/method/design has been developed (50 to 100
words):

(iii)

If the research opens a new area (not just an extension of the research reported
in the literature) (write a note not exceeding 50 words):

(iv)

If the research can lead to a break-through technology (write a note not
exceeding 50 words):

(v)

If the research outcome has a potential for patent, (upto 50 words) (give patent
details if already applied/granted):

(vi)

If the research outcome has a potential for licensing a technology (upto 50
words) (give details if already licensed):

(vii) List the papers published from the thesis work in UGC listed/refereed journal(s)
only (list only the articles arising from the thesis work):
(viii) Write other attributes of the thesis not covered above (maximum 100 words):
(All the details given in points 8 and 9 should be from the PhD thesis work ONLY)

It is certified that the information given above is true to the best of my knowledge.

Date:

Name & signature of the Candidate

Name & signature of the PhD Guide/Supervisor with seal

Important instructions:
- Application form should be filled in Hindi/English ONLY.
- All the information should be given below each section/point WITHOUT any Annexure/Appendix.
- Please DO NOT enclose PhD thesis copy/synopsis or any other document with this application proforma except for an
attested copy of degree /provisional degree/certificate from Dean/Chairperson of the School/Special Centre for
successful completion of viva-voce.
- The ink-signed hard copy of application in the prescribed proforma should be submitted in a sealed envelope (mention
“Application for IPTA-JNU” on the envelope) to the given address. A soft copy of the completed application form
BOTH in MS-word (single file) and PDF (scanned copy of ink-signed version in single file) formats MUST be sent by
email to iic@jnu.ac.in with subject line “Application for IPTA-JNU”.
- The application MUST be forwarded through the Guide/Supervisor.
- Guide/Supervisor should ensure that all the details related to PhD thesis provided by the candidate are true.
- Application should be strictly in the above format ONLY, otherwise it will be rejected.

